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With Legend’s Haunt Me!: Sharrie’s Past One of the most jaw dropping spectacles in the
modern horror world is the film we’ll be attending early next year. John Carpenter’s final
installment to his legendary oeuvre joins the pantheon of horror cinema’s strongest and
most revered works that all began with the production of H.P. Lovecraft’s The Outsider.
What’s a good writer without good actors to play his or her characters? How would modern
moviegoers know what it’s like to work within the confines of the genre without the benefit
of three decades of films that developed and inspired horror fans? Haunt Me! is a new
documentary from none other than none other than Krampus himself, Jonathan Liebesman.
Haunt Me! will have to do with the origins and the themes of the story behind The Second
Mile, a clever attempt at redemptive violence from Legendary Pictures and John Carpenter
that has stumped and confounded horror fans and classic movie lovers alike. It’s the story of
the film’s original director and writer, Stephen Volk, and how his career subsequently
evolved into one that would keep him from the directing chair for years to come. The film is
also a heady examination of the aspects of horror film that have in the past been overlooked
or mocked as tasteless and thoughtless, such as the central theme of religion and the
classics of true horror: blood and guts. The movie takes an audience behind the scenes of
Volk’s original production and his gradual transformation from a film student to a horror
director, as well as a director with a flair for successfully exploiting his stories with a
genuine sense of nuance and purpose. We reached out to Jonathan Liebesman himself, who
was kind enough to give us a few minutes to ask him some questions in advance of the
upcoming horror flick. PW:
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